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The role of epitaxial strain, thermal strain, and bulk (strain-free) lattice parameter in the metal-
insulator transition (MIT) and the structural phase transition (SPT) of VO2 is investigated for the
case epitaxial films grown on (001)-oriented TiO2 substrates. Temperature-resolved X-ray reciprocal
space mapping has been used to determine the absolute state of strain as well as the bulk lattice
parameters of VO2 at 100◦C. For the thinnest film (15 nm), the state of strain is dominated by
the film/substrate lattice mismatch yielding an in-plane tensile strain which, in turn, shifts both
the MIT and the SPT towards lower temperatures. Conversely, for the thickest film (100 nm), the
epitaxial strain is relaxed, so that state of strain is dominated by the VO2/TiO2 thermal expansion
mismatch which is responsible for a compressive in-plane strain. In all cases a swelling of the strain-
free VO2 unit-cell is observed which indicates the presence of interfacial oxygen vacancies and/or
Ti diffusion into the VO2 films. The presence of oxygen vacancies stabilize the metallic rutile phase
and counterbalances the action of thermal strain on the MIT and the SPT and degrade the electric
properties for the thinnest film. For the thickest film the resistivity ratio is 6.4 × 104.

Oxide materials exhibiting a metal-insulator tran-
sition (MIT), such as vanadium dioxide (VO2) are
highly sensitive to elastic strain. In particular, the
characteristics of the MIT can be profoundly modified
by the application of strain as demonstrated by several
studies in the last decades [1–16]. The role of strain in
the MIT of VO2 is well explained within the generally
accepted molecular orbital scheme, first proposed by
Goodenough [17], and implying the hybridization of
the O 2p orbitals with the V 3d orbitals [18]. In the
rutile (metallic) phase, the crystal field, associated with
octahedral environment of the V ions, splits the 3d
level into a combination of a low energy t2g and high
energy eσg levels. The tetragonal distortion of the VO6

octahedron (with different apical and equatorial V-O
bond lengths), further splits the t2g level into a single
a1g (also noted d||) orbital and a doubly degenerate
eπg orbital. The d|| orbital is non-bonding with respect
to the O 2p orbitals and is directed along the cR axis
(where the subscript R stand for rutile), whereas the
eπ,σg orbitals hybridize with the O 2p orbitals to form
low energy bonding (π, σ) and high energy anti-bonding
(π∗, σ∗) levels. In the conducting state, the d|| and
π∗ orbitals are partly occupied by one electron per V
atom and overlap at the Fermi level. When cooling
down through the MIT temperature, VO2 evolves
towards a monoclinic (M1) phase: the V ions undergo
an anti-ferroelectric displacement parallel to <110>R
which increases the p-d hybridization and up-shifts the
π∗ level, whereas the formation of V-V dimers along
[001]R splits the d|| level into an occupied bonding d||
and empty anti-bonding d∗|| level, both effects yielding a

0.6 eV gap [17, 18]. The application of, say, compressive
strain along [001]R reduces the p-d hybridization which
in turns increases the overlap d|| − π∗ overlap, hence
stabilizing the metallic phase [7, 8].
Besides elastic strain, the stoichiometry of VO2 also
plays a major role in the MIT. It has for instance been

demonstrated that oxygen vacancies severely affects,
or even completely suppresses, the MIT [3, 19–28].
The removal of oxygen ions locally reduce the p-d
hybridization thus resulting in the stabilization of the
metallic phase. Furthermore, the oxygen vacancies act
as donor levels hence increasing the electron density and
up-shifting the Fermi level towards the valence band
[21–23, 27].
Whereas the effect of strain and composition are well
understood when considered separately, they are only
rarely considered together [29, 30]. Depending on the
sign of the elastic strain, composition and strain may
have cooperative or competing effects, that might lead
to erroneous conclusions if both contributions are not
correctly taken into account. This is especially relevant
for transition metal oxides, exhibiting several possible
oxidation states, in which unwanted composition fluctu-
ations are easily introduced. Another widely overlooked
effect is the differential film/substrate thermal expansion
which, as shown below, can completely reverse strain
geometry.
In the present Letter, we address the thickness-
dependence of the metal-insulator transition (MIT)
and the structural phase transition (SPT) of VO2 films
epitaxially grown on (001)-oriented TiO2 substrates. It
is demonstrated that a careful analysis of the state of
strain of the VO2 films using X-ray diffraction (XRD)
reciprocal space maps (RSMs) allows to disentangle the
role of epitaxial strain, thermal strain, and composition
of the films. Eventually, the behavior of both the MIT
and the SPT, can be rationalized by taking into account
these effects.

The VO2 films, with thickness 15, 50 and 100 nm, were
grown by electron beam evaporation of a metallic vana-
dium target under oxygen atmosphere on (001)-oriented
TiO2 substrates heated at 500◦C. The deposition rate
was calibrated using ellipsometry measurements to de-
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termine the thickness of a series of test samples. The ac-
curacy of the targeted film thickness is around 5%. The
films, irrespective of their thickness, do not develop any
cracks or surface modification during the heating/colling
cycles. Full details on the growth procedure can be found
elsewhere [31, 32]. The MIT was characterized through
resistivity measurements from 40◦C to 100◦C using the
four-probes technique [31]. A Peltier element was used
to control the heating / cooling of the samples while the
temperature was monitored by a thermocouple attached
near the films’ surfaces. The structural properties of the
films were investigated with temperature-resolved XRD
measurements using a high-resolution Bruker ”D8 dis-
cover” diffractometer (Cu Kα1 radiation, λ = 1.5406 Å)
[31]. An Anton-Paar DHS 1100 chamber was used to heat
the sample from room temperature up to 100◦C (in steps
of 2◦C for temperatures close to the SPT, 5◦C otherwise).
XRD data have been analyzed with the DxTools program
[33]. θ − 2θ scans, recorded around the 002 reflection of
TiO2, and RSMs recorded at 100◦C around the 202 re-
flection of TiO2 are provided in the Supplementary Ma-
terial (Fig. S1, S2 and S3). These measurements reveal
that the VO2 films have a (001) orientation with the fol-
lowing epitaxial relationships: (001)V O2||(001)TiO2 and
[100]V O2||[100]TiO2 (for simplicity we use the hkl indices
of the high-temperature rutile phase of VO2). The vol-
ume fraction of the M1 phase has been determined from
the temperature-resolved θ−2θ scans for all films follow-
ing the approach detailed in [31] and recalled in the Sup-
plementary Material. The transition temperatures upon
heating and cooling are given by the peak positions in
the first derivative of the log(resistivity) vs. temperature
(respectively, volume fraction vs. temperature) curves.
The corresponding MIT (respectively, SPT) temperature
is obtained from the average between the heating and
cooling transition temperatures.

FIG. 1. (a) evolution of the volume fraction of the M1 phase
vs. temperature, for a 15 nm (red), 50 nm (green) and 100
nm thick film (blue). Inset: evolution of the SPT temperature
with thickness. (b) evolution of the resistivity vs. tempera-
ture, for a 15 nm (red), 50 nm (green) and 100 nm thick
film (blue). Inset: evolution of the MIT temperature with
thickness.

The evolution with temperature of the volume fraction
of the M1 phase, for the three different film thicknesses,
is displayed in Fig.1 (a) where the SPT hysteresis is
clearly observed. For decreasing film thickness, the

SPT is shifted towards lower temperatures and spreads
over a broader range of temperatures. Although the
quantitative evolution of the SPT in only scarcely
addressed in VO2 studies, this evolution is similar to
the one observed for the MIT in the VO2/TiO2(001)
system [2, 5, 9, 12, 14]. This is further confirmed
by our electrical measurements (Fig.1 (b)) where the
MIT is indeed broadened and shifted towards lower
temperature for decreasing film thickness. In the insets
of Fig.1 (a) and (b), the transition temperatures are
plotted as a function of the film thickness. It can
be noted that there is a difference of ∼ 2◦C between
the MIT and the SPT; since the electrical and XRD
measurements have been carried out with two different
heating devices, the observed difference is certainly not
relevant since absolute errors in temperature readings
can not be definitely ruled out. However, the evolution
of both transitions is similar, with a shift of the SPT
and the MIT towards lower temperature with decreasing
thickness. Such a behavior is in general attributed
to a compression of the cR axis induced by tensile
interfacial strain, the amount of which increases with
decreasing thickness [2, 5, 9, 12, 14]. We investigate this
interpretation below. It also can be noticed that the
MIT temperature of the 15 nm thick film (56◦C) differs
from previously published values for VO2/TiO2(001)
films with a similar thickness, 20◦C [10, 12], 43◦C [9]
and 44◦C [15]. Moreover, when decreasing the film
thickness from 100 to 15 nm the resistivity ratio between
the insulating and conducting states devreases from
6.4 × 104 to 1.4 × 104 which suggest the presence of an
interfacial region with degraded electrical properties.
These two last observations are further discussed below.

The coefficient of thermal expansion along the a axis
of TiO2 and VO2(R) have been determined by Rao et al.
[34, 35]:

αTiO2
a = 7.249× 10−6 + 2.198× 10−9(T − 273)

+1.298× 10−12(T − 273)2
(1)

αV O2
a = 5.828× 10−6 − 7.091× 10−9(T − 273)

+6.946× 10−12(T − 273)2
(2)

where T is the temperature (in Kelvins). With these
values, the misfit strain (aTiO2−aV O2)/aV O2 at the
growth temperature (500◦C) is 1.04 % (tensile). Such
high strain values usually give rise to strain relaxation
via the formation of misfit dislocations at relatively low
film thicknesses [36]. Among the possible slip systems

in the rutile structure [37], only the 1/2 < 101 > {10
−
1}

system has a non-zero edge component of the Burgers
vector in the (001) plane and is hence able to relax in-
terfacial strain. With this slip system, the Matthews
and Blakeslee criterion [36, 38] yields a critical thickness
tc = 3.9 nm above which dislocations glide to the in-
terface in order to progressively relieve the elastic strain
energy. Progressive strain relaxation between the 15 nm
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and 100 nm thick film might hence explain the behavior
of the MIT and the SPT.
In order to evaluate the state of strain within the VO2

films, RSMs were recorded around the 202 reflexions
of VO2 and TiO2 (Supplementay Material, Fig. S3).
The measurements were carried out at 100◦C so as to
stabilize the VO2(R) phase, hence avoiding transforma-
tion strains and twins that might occur during cool-
ing down through the SPT. The in-plane (aV O2) and
out-of-plane (cV O2) lattice parameters of the film were
obtained from the coordinates of the 202 reflection of
VO2 in the reciprocal space: aV O2 = 4π/Q202

x and
cV O2 = 4π/Q202

z . The evolution of aV O2 and cV O2 are
displayed in Fig.2 (a) and are indeed consistent with a
decrease of the in-plane tensile strain (and out-of-plane
compressive strain) upon increasing film thickness. Using
the atomic structure of rutile, the apical and equatorial
V-O distances can be respectively computed as 0.42426
aV O2 and (cV O2

2 + 0.32 aV O2
2)1/2/2 [8]. The corre-

sponding distance are plotted in Fig.2 (b). It can be
observed that, whereas the equatorial distance remains
roughly constant (decreasing from 1.924 to 1.922 Å), the
apical distance decreases from 1.94 to 1.93 Å which in-
creases the p-d hybridization and up-shifts the π∗ level,
thereby widening the band gap [8, 9], hence the observed
increase of TMIT/SPT for increasing thickness.

FIG. 2. (a) evolution of aV O2 (open circles) and cV O2 (filled
circles) deduced from the RSMs as a function of thickness.
The dotted line is the bulk value of aV O2 published by
McWhan et al. [39]. (b) evolution of the apical (open squares)
and equatorial (filled squares) V-O distances.

Although this interpretation fits well within the above
molecular orbital scheme, a closer examination of the
in-plane state of strain seems inconsistent with this pic-
ture. Evaluating the actual state of strain of VO2(R) is
not straightforward, in part because this requires a pre-
cise knowledge of the strain-free bulk lattice parameters
(ab, cb). Commonly used value are those provided by
McWhan et al. [39]. The corresponding value of ab is
plotted in Fig.2 (a) (dotted line). It can be seen that
between the 15 nm and the 50 nm thick films, the in-
plane strain changes from tensile (aV O2 > ab, as expected
from the lattice mismatch) to compressive (aV O2 < ab).
However, several others values of ab can be found in the
literature with fluctuations as high as 0.04 Å, which ob-
viously prohibits any possible quantitative interpretation
based on these values. The most likely explanations for
this dispersion of the data is that VO2(R) is not sta-
ble at room temperature, so that the observed dispersion

merely stems from the various means used to stabilize
this phase. Table I summarizes the values for which the
synthesis and measurement conditions (in particular the
temperature) where precisely documented [39–42].

ab (Å) cb (Å) k = cb
ab

T(◦C) Reference

4.55349 2.84944 0.62577 65.6 [40]

4.554 2.856 0.62714 127 [41]

4.5546 2.8514 0.62605 87 [39]

4.5496 2.8542 0.62735 87 [42]

TABLE I. Published lattice parameters of VO2(R). The mea-
surement temperatures and the references are given in the last
two columns.

The state of strain must therefore be computed with-
out any explicit reference to ab. Assuming that the geom-
etry of the unit-cell is known (i.e. the cb/ab ratio, noted
k), the actual strain-free lattice parameter of VO2(R) can
be deduced from the values aV O2 and cV O2 determined
above [43, 44]:

ab =
(1− ν)cV O2 + 2νkaV O2

(1 + ν)k
(3)

where ν is the Poisson’s ratio which has been experi-
mentally determined as ν = 0.249 [8]. With this value,
the in-plane strain is exx = (aV O2 − ab)/ab. The evolu-
tion of exx as a function of the film thickness is plotted in
Fig.3 (a). The grey area and the dotted lines indicate the
range of values spanned by exx using the different k val-
ues reported in Table I. The full lines correspond to the
average value. All values correspond to a temperature of
100◦C. Two important conclusions can be drawn:

(i) The 15 nm thick film experiences tensile strain, but
strain relaxation already takes place since the observed
value (0.2%) is significantly lower than the misfit strain
(0.92% as computed at 100◦C) which corresponds to a
∼ 78% relaxation rate. This feature certainly explains
the difference with previous reports of the MIT occur-
ing close to room temperature since the corresponding
films were almost pseudomorphically strained [10, 12].
Moreover, the presence of relaxation-induced misfit dis-
locations might also explain the degradation of the resis-
tivity ratio with decreasing film thickness as observed in
previous studies [9, 31].

(ii) The 50 nm and 100 nm-thick film experi-
ence compressive strain (-0.12% and -0.18%, respec-
tively). It can also be observed that these conclu-
sions remain valid whatever the value of k is used
in the calculation. The only possible explanation for
the compressive state of strain is the film/substrate
thermal expansion mismatch, which yields a strain

eth(T ) =
∫ Tg
T

[ αV O2(T )− αTiO2(T )] dT , where Tg is the
growth temperature and T the measurement temperature
(100◦C). Using Eq. 1 and Eq. 2, this gives eth = −0.14%
(Fig.3 (a)). For the thickest film (for which the relaxation
of the misfit strain can be reasonably assumed to be com-
plete, so that the only remaining source of strain is of
thermal origin) the value of thermal strain clearly falls in
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FIG. 3. (a) evolution of the in-plane strain (black line and
circles) at 100◦C, deduced from the RSMs with increasing film
thickness. The gray area correspond to the possible values
obtained with different cb/ab ratios. The red line correspond
to the misifit strain at 100◦C. The dotted line correspond to
the possible values obtained with different cb/ab ratios. The
blue line is the theoretical thermal strain. (b) evolution of the
bulk (strain-free) lattice parameter deduced from the RSMs
with increasing film thickness. The gray area has the same
meaning as in (a). The green line is the average of the bulk
values given in Table I. The dotted lines correspond to the
maximum deviation from this average.

the range of possible strain values, which unambiguously
confirms the role of the thermal expansion mismatch.

The observation of in-plane compressive strain is
in disagreement with the values of both the MIT and
the SPT temperatures (< 68◦C) which imply a tensile
state of strain for all films (with a larger level for the
thinnest films). This discrepancy can be rationalized
by examining the evolution of the strain-free lattice
parameter, as determined from Eq. 3. The evolution
with thickness is plotted in Fig.3 (b). It is striking to
notice that, for all films considered, ab is larger than the
expected value (for the average as well as for the extreme
values), and decreases with increasing film thickness.
This demonstrates the existence of an interfacial region
with increased lattice parameters ; the fact that the
strain-free lattice parameter decreases with increasing
film thickness is a consequence of the decreasing weight
of the interfacial region to the overall XRD measurement
when the film thickness increases. Previous studies
revealed the existence of a 1.7 nm-thick interfacial
region where Ti diffused from the substrate into the
VO2 film [12]. Since the ionic radius of Ti4+ in a 6-fold
coordinate environment is 0.605 Å (vs. 0.58 Å for V4+),
Ti diffusion might explain the swelling of the unit-cell
as well as the degradation of the electrical properties
[12] observed in Fig. 1 (b). However, contrarily to what
is observed experimentally (especially for the thickest
film), Ti diffusion should stabilize the monoclinic phase
and hence shift the MIT towards higher temperatures
[12] (i.e. > 68◦C). Another hypothesis is the presence
of oxygen vacancies located at the interface. This
mechanism is facilitated by the multiple oxidation state
of the V ions and has been observed in other metal oxide
compounds like SmNiO3 [43, 45] as a means to relax
epitaxial strain. The formation of oxygen vacancies

yields a swelling of the unit-cell, as a consequence of
both the formation of V3+ ions with a larger ionic radius
than V4+, which are required by charge neutrality, and
unscreened electrostatic repulsion between neighboring
O2− ions [19, 30, 31]. The net result is a lowering of
the misfit strain at the growth temperature. Although
Ti diffusion can not be firmly ruled out without further
characterization, the existence of O vacancies might
explain the stabilization of the rutile phase, the swelling
of the unit-cell phase and, in the present case, this
effect would be significant enough to counterbalance
the effect of in-plane compressive strain. This is
similar to what was observed in VO2 films grown of
MgF2(110) substrates, where oxygen vacancies were
intentionally introduced during growth [29]. Besides,
the presence of misfit dislocations explains the lowering
of the resistivity ratio for the thinner films. Further
experiments, using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
and transmission electron microscopy, are required to
confirm the presence of O vacancies (and/or Ti diffusion)
as well as to precisely characterize the misfit dislocations.

Summarizing, using XRD we have shown that the evo-
lution of the MIT and the SPT of VO2 films, of increas-
ing thickness, grown on TiO2(001) substrates is governed
by the competing effects of lattice mismatch, thermal ex-
pansion mismatch and composition. Whereas lattice mis-
match promotes in-plane tensile strain, hence stabilizing
the rutile phase, the thermal expansion mismatch com-
bined with strain relaxation progressively changes the
sign of the in-plane strain. Nonetheless the effect of com-
pressive in-plane strain on the MIT and the SPT is coun-
terbalanced by a swelling of the unit-cell at the interface.
These results highlight the fact that for VO2 studies, and
very likely for other transition metal oxides as well, the
sole epitaxial strain is not sufficient to explain the elec-
trical properties of the materials. The role of thermal
expansion mismatch and and composition variations (ei-
ther non-stoichiometry or film/substrate interdiffusion)
must be taken into account.

Supplementary Material

The Supplementary Material contains wide-range θ −
2θ scans recorded at room temperature, temperature-
resolved θ − 2θ around the 002 reflection of VO2 and
TiO2, and RSMs recorded at 100◦C around the 202 re-
flection of VO2 and TiO2. Details regarding the deter-
mination of phase volume fractions from the simulation
of XRD data are also provided.
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